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i 

ABSTRACT 

A global awareness about the effect of fossil fuels on the environment has 

arisen during the last 10 years. As consequence of that, in 2007 the EU set a 

common target in which 20% of their energy consumption has to be obtained 

from renewable energies by 2020, by setting particular targets to all Member 

States. 

Consequently, there have been huge advances in renewable technologies, 

especially in the wind sector. Hence, the reduction of CAPEX and OPEX has 

become an important issue among wind turbine companies in order to make 

their products more affordable for potential investors. Therefore, it is highly 

necessary to optimize all components as much as possible. 

The aim of this MSc project was to optimize the tower structure of an ALSTOM 

onshore platform called ECO 122 T89. The optimization process was carried 

out with APOW software which can converge to an optimal solution using 

different optimization algorithms. More than 3000 tower geometry scenarios 

were evaluated by calculating their ULS, FLS and dynamics and the results 

showed a tower raw weight reduction of 2.87%. Then, the industrialization of the 

two optimal theoretical models was developed in order to use this criterion for 

choosing the global optimal solution. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis of the 

tip clearance effect was carried out and it was observed that the tip clearance 

effect has an impact of 0.3% in the tower raw weight reduction. 

This project has been a direct collaboration with the R&D department of 

ALSTOM and consequently, the results exposed in this MSc thesis are 

qualitative in order to keep secret the internal values. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation  

Fossil fuels reservoirs have a huge impact on the global economy, since it is 

well known that when the fossil fuel prices fluctuate, the global energy market 

fluctuates as well. In addition, our reliance on fossil fuels is the main responsible 

of climate change and other numerous natural catastrophes [1]. Due to this 

reason, climate change has become an extremely important concern among all 

countries. Hence, the need of finding alternatives in order to decrease our 

reliance on fossil fuels, has led us to think about renewable energies as the 

main solution for this issue. 

The vast impact of fossil fuels on the environment has forced to the European 

Union to turn towards other form of sustainable energy [2]. In 2007, the EU set 

a target in which 20% of their energy consumption will be obtained from 

renewable energies by 2020, by setting particular targets to every single 

Member State [3]. Furthermore, the UK has created an ambitious plan called 

“UK2020” which aims to reach 15% of its energy demand by 2020 and a 

reduction of CO2 emissions to a minimum of 26% by 2020 and 60% by 2050 [4].  

Wind energy has become the main renewable energy in order to fulfil the 

energy targets set. Particularly, UK has become a global leader in offshore wind 

turbines with an industry projection of 6GW of installed capacity by 2016 [5]. 

Due to this rapid increase, the wind sector is becoming more mature, reliable 

and affordable, which means that this technology is being upgraded and 

optimized. However, if wind sector wants to be promoted even further, there is a 

need of reducing Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) and Operational Expenditure 

(OPEX), since these are the main factors which investors take into account 

together with the energy yield from wind farms. 

Service life of current wind turbines is assumed to be 20 years; however, there 

is a chance of prolonging this period in order to increase the return of 

investment (ROI) by decreasing the overall cost of electricity, considering that 

CAPEX will be amortized during longer period.  In addition, the cost of energy 
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can be reduced even further if the overall wind turbine components are 

optimized. For instance, the cost of the wind turbine represents 64% of the total 

cost of an onshore wind turbine, in which 50% of this cost belongs to tower and 

rotor blades [6]. 

1.2  Background 

All wind turbines are made of three main components: nacelle, tower structure 

and foundation. Each one of those components is designed under different 

design conditions but it is necessary to bear in mind that the interaction among 

these component will define the overall wind turbine performance. Therefore, 

these components generate geometrical and structural constraints among 

themselves. 

1.2.1 Nacelle 

The nacelle is the component in charge of extracting directly the energy from 

wind through the rotor blades and it is built of many subcomponents which have 

particular functions. In figure 1, the nacelle and rotor components of the 

ALSTOM ECO 100 platform can be observed. 

Firstly, the pitch system is used to orient blades in the optimal direction. Note 

that, optimal direction does not always mean that this orientation is only just to 

increase the rotor speed, since it can be also used to decrease the rotor speed 

when the wind speed is too high. Following that, the angular velocity of blades 

is transmitted to the gearbox, which increases the rotational speed, through the 

main shaft. It is worth to mention that ALSTOM has the patent of a system 

called “Pure Torque” which is a mechanical design that protects the drive train 

from deflection loads in order to enhance its reliability. This particular design 

transfers pure torque to the top tower but it leaves the drive train free of 

stresses and strains that can arise from the buffeting. In addition, it has been 

demonstrated that this mechanical design reduces the failure rate by 5-8 times 

and non- torque loads by 90% [7]. 

Secondly, the generator transforms the mechanical energy into electricity 

through a wound rotor induction (WRI) machine. Then, the current is sent to a 
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transformer to raise the voltage to a range between 10,000 and 30,000 volts 

depending on the local grid needs. 

Finally, the yaw system is used to place the rotor swept area in an optimal 

direction to enhance the wind turbine performance when wind fluctuates or 

change its direction.  

 

Figure 1: Nacelle and rotor breakdown of the ALSTOM ECO 100 Platform [7]. 

1.2.2  Foundation 

The interaction between soil and tower foundation defines the tower’s behaviour 

in terms stiffness and natural frequency of the overall structure. The 

construction process of the foundation is a challenging task which has to be 

built up following very meticulous steps in order to ensure a good tower-

foundation connection, since an error in this stage could be detrimental for the 

wind turbine performance. In figure 2, the main components of the foundation 

can be observed. 
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Figure 2: Foundation scheme of an onshore wind turbine. 

Firstly, the anchor cage (Figure 3) is placed in the centre where the slab needs 

to be built. As it can be appreciated in figure 3, the anchor cage is made of 

different component which have different design functions. The two rows of 

anchor bolts have the design purpose of transmitting the loads to the foundation 

and pre-stress tower to foundation. In addition, the embedded flange is the 

anchoring element which transmits loads to the foundation and it is used as the 

base for installation of bolts. Moreover, the levelling legs are used to withstand 

the anchor cage during construction and level the embedded flange. Finally, the 

template flange assures the bolts are in a correct position to fit the tower section 

1 (T1) and stabilize the anchor cage during construction. 

 

Figure 3: Anchor cage scheme of an onshore wind turbine. 

The anchor cage assembly must be done according to instruction ETS-1182. 

Special care must be paid before concreting the foundation and a final check 
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must be made to assure that all the bolts are perfectly vertical and positioned, 

since some problems have been found during T1 installation and bolts 

tensioning due to incorrectly assembled anchor cage. 

Firstly, a levelling concrete C20/25 is placed in the foundation base in order to 

assure a flat and proper contact with the levelling legs. After that, the anchor 

cage is placed in the middle of the foundation and the reinforcing steel is 

configured around the anchor cage. Then, the slab is made of concrete C30/37 

by using scaffolding in order to limit the shape of the foundation. Besides that, 

as it can be appreciated in figure 2, the pedestal concrete is made of C40/50 

and placed just above the slab. Finally, a high strength grout (C80) is placed at 

the top of the pedestal where the connection with T1 will take place in order to 

assure full contact surface between tower and foundation. Note that, more 

material strength is required closer to the connection with T1. This is due to the 

fact that the highest compression values will be found in the pedestal with a 

bulb shaped distribution. Therefore, the stress distribution will decrease as 

lower foundation height and consequently less material strength is needed. 

1.2.3  Tower 

The tower structure is the structural component which connects the nacelle with 

foundation; hence, all loads, stresses and momentums go through it. Therefore, 

it is a critical component due to its design function. In addition, ALSTOM 

onshore towers platforms have a hub height between 75 m and 139 m, which 

means that the amount of steel required for building such structure is 

considerably high. 

The tower is composed by tower sections which can be variable in height, 

diameter and thickness depending on the requirements. Figure 4 shows an 

example of tower section configuration; although it is worth to mention that the 

number of tower sections will vary depending on the hub height required. 
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Figure 4: Tower scheme of an onshore wind turbine. 

Moreover, the interconnections between tower sections are made of bolted 

connections (Figure 5a), which assure a flat connection and avoid eccentricity 

between the upper and lower flanges. On the other hand, the connection 

between T1 and the anchor cage is made by T flange connection (Figure 5b) in 

order to reinforce this union. 

  

Figure 5: a) Bolted connection, b) Tower bottom T flange connection. 
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Each tower section is made of a set of tower shells, which its number and 

dimensions will vary depending on its location within the tower, since larger 

tower sections will be composed by more number of tower shells. In figure 6, 

the tower section T1 assembly can be observed which is composed by five 

tower shells plus two flanges. In this particular section, the door has to be 

considered and manufactured separately from the rest of tower shells. 

Furthermore, tower shells are welded to its superior and inferior tower shells, 

but it is worth to mention that the longitudinal welds of every single tower shell 

are placed with 180º respect of the longitudinal welds of its superior and inferior 

tower shell in order to compensate the effect of welding. 

 

Figure 6: Tower section breakdown of an onshore wind turbine. 

It is worth to bear in mind that tower sections and tower shells geometries are 

limited in geometry because of weight and dimensions constraints. For 

instance, tower sections are mostly limited in diameter and height because of 

transportation constraints; however, the tower shells are mainly limited by 

manufacturing constrains such as maximum weight width and height. 

1.3  Aims and Objectives 

The aim of this MSc thesis is to optimize the geometry of an onshore ALSTOM 

tower structure using optimization software. The optimization will be developed 

using an ALSTOM onshore platform as a reference tower and the optimization 

will be carried out in different steps because of the amount of variables; hence, 

a strategy plan will be defined. In addition, a master tool will be design in order 

to have full control over the optimization variables and this tool will be 

implemented in the current workflow of ALSTOM tower design. The main 

objectives of this thesis are: 
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I. Geometry optimization of ECO 122 T98 onshore platform. 

II. Cost reduction by minimizing the overall tower raw weight. 

III. Strategy definition for the geometry optimization. 

IV. Sensitivity analysis between different optimization algorithms. 

V. Sensitivity analysis of the tip clearance effect. 

VI. Industrialization of the theoretical model. 

1.4  Outline of the Thesis 

This thesis has been divided in 7 chapters. Chapter 1 gives the motivation to 

undertake this project with an introduction of the renewable energy targets, 

especially the wind energy area. In addition, it also encompasses the 

fundamentals and background of onshore wind turbine main components. 

An exhaustive literature review has been carried out in Chapter 2 in order to get 

a better understanding of key concepts which has been used and implemented 

in this project. This chapter especially focus on the design drivers to validate an 

onshore wind turbine and its manufacturing and transport processes. 

Furthermore, three different algorithms has been considered and compared in 

order to be able to interpret the different optimal solutions from each algorithm. 

It also introduces the multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) which has been 

used for the interpretation of results. 

Throughout Chapter 3, the ALSTOM onshore platform used in this case study is 

presented and defined, taking into account input/output variables, constraints 

and assumptions. Moreover, the numerical fix and variable parameters are 

presented. 

The definition of the methodology of the optimization workflow is explained in 

Chapter 4 with a further explanation of the different stages followed in this 

study. It is also defined the model’s calibration. 

An exhaustive examination of the results is performed in Chapter 5 by using a 

multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) which analyses the feasible/optimal 

Pareto Front solutions. A sensitivity analysis of different optimization algorithms 
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is performed and an additional sensitivity analysis is carried out in order to study 

the effect of the tip clearance. 

In Chapter 6, the industrialization process of the theoretical optimal solutions is 

performed in order to use this criterion to define a global optimal solution. 

Finally, Chapter 7 gathers the conclusions derived from this study and suggests 

some recommendations and possible further work that might be undertaken. 
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2 Literature Review 

Current onshore tower structures are designed based on three design drivers: 

Ultimate Limit State (ULS), Fatigue Limit State (FLS) and Dynamic verification. 

Design drivers are the key verifications that these structures have to fulfil in 

order to reach a structure beyond safety factors. Therefore, design drivers have 

a strong influence while designing the structure in terms of geometry. Every 

single tower structure has to verify the aforementioned criteria and it is 

necessary to be aware of the critical design driver. Note that, the design drivers 

might change in a structure of 100 m height; for instance, the base of the 

structure can be governed by fatigue but the rest of the tower has a critical 

component in terms of ULS. 

The coordinate system which will be used in the ULS, FLS and dynamic 

assessments can be observed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Tower coordinate system [8] 
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2.1  Ultimate Limit States (ULS) 

Wind tower structures can reach ULS from different phenomena; therefore, they 

have to be assessed independently: 

 Exceedance of ultimate strength or fracture. 

 Global buckling strength. 

 Shell buckling strength. 

The methodology and structural assessment carried out in this section will be 

developed according to Chapters  5  and  6  of Guideline  for  the  Certification  

of  Wind  Turbines - Germanischer  Lloyd - Edition  2010 [8]. 

Another important issue to bear in mind are partial safety factors. According to 

IEC 61400-1 Ed.3 [9] and IEC 61400-3 Ed. 1 [10] the applicable safety factors 

shall be: 

I. Consequence of failure safety factor (𝛾𝑛) for extreme load analysis: 

𝛾𝑛 = 1.0 

II. Material safety factor (𝛾𝑚) for extreme load analysis on tower shells from 

exceeding compression or tensile strength:  𝛾𝑚 = 1.1 

III. Total safety factor (𝛾𝑀 = 𝛾𝑛 ∙ 𝛾𝑚) is considered to be 1.1. 

It is worth to mention that the following assessment and calculations do not take 

into account: 

- Internal mechanical elements and lift appliance inside the tower. 

- Door opening area and its reinforcement. 

- Type of foundation and substructures. 

2.1.1  Ultimate Strength Verification 

The ultimate strength verification is mainly focused on ensuring that the tower 

structure is always within the elastic region (i.e. maximum tower stress is below 

the yield stress of the material). In addition, the forces and momentums 

considered to carry out the ultimate strength verification are: Fxy, Fz, Mxy and Mz. 

Assuming ideal condition of linear elastic material, linear small deflection theory 

and perfect geometry, the nominal stresses are calculated according to the 
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membrane stress theory. Then, axial (𝜎𝑧) and shear (𝜏) stresses can be 

calculated as in expressions (2-1) and (2-2) respectively: 

𝜎𝑧 = |
𝐹𝑧

𝐴
| + |

𝑀𝑥𝑦

𝑊
| (2-1) 

𝜏 = |
𝑀𝑧

𝑊𝑡
| + |

2𝐹𝑥𝑦

𝐴
| (2-2) 

where shear force (𝐹𝑥𝑦) and bending moment (𝑀𝑥𝑦) are: 

𝐹𝑥𝑦 = √𝐹𝑥
2 + 𝐹𝑦

2 (2-3) 

𝑀𝑥𝑦 = √𝑀𝑥
2 + 𝑀𝑦

2 (2-4) 

Then, the cross sectional area (𝐴) is calculated as next expression which take 

into consideration the neutral diameter (𝐷𝑛) and thickness (𝑡): 

𝐴 =
𝜋

4
 ∙ [(𝐷𝑛 + 𝑡)2 − (𝐷𝑛 − 𝑡)2] (2-5) 

and the bending resistance (𝑊) and torsional resistance (𝑊𝑡) of every single 

cross section are: 

𝑊 =
𝜋

32
 ∙ [

(𝐷𝑛 + 𝑡)4 − (𝐷𝑛 − 𝑡)4

(𝐷𝑛 + 𝑡)
] (2-6) 

𝑊𝑡 =
𝜋

16
 ∙ [

(𝐷𝑛 + 𝑡)4 − (𝐷𝑛 − 𝑡)4

(𝐷𝑛 + 𝑡)
] (2-7) 

Nevertheless, load application areas and geometrical singularities such as 

welds, change of thickness and door frame, might produce local increments of 

stress. Therefore, Load Concentration Factors (LCF) shall be included while 

calculating axial and shear stress. Consequently, axial (𝜎𝑧
′) and shear (𝜏′) 

stress can be rewritten as: 

𝜎𝑧
′ = 𝐿𝐶𝐹𝜎 ∙ 𝜎𝑧 (2-8) 

𝜏𝑧
′ = 𝐿𝐶𝐹𝜏 ∙ 𝜏 (2-9) 
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Note that, 𝐿𝐶𝐹𝜏 = 1, since shear stresses are not as critical as axial stresses. 

However, 𝐿𝐶𝐹𝜎 shall be calculated through a ratio between the analytical 

calculation of a perfect geometry without singularities and the results obtained 

from Finite Element Analysis (FEA) considering those singularities. 

Finally, in order to ensure the tower strength safety requirements for ultimate 

strength, the Stress Reserve Factor (𝑆𝑅𝐹𝑈) condition has to be verified: 

𝑆𝑅𝐹𝑈 =
𝑓𝑦

𝛾𝑀 ∙ √𝜎′
𝑧

2 + 3 ∙ 𝜏′2
≥ 1 (2-10) 

2.1.2  Global Buckling Strength Verification 

The global buckling strength verification consists in verify that the tower 

structure do not suffer buckling. In other words, the maximum compressive 

stresses resulting from the increasing of load do not overcome the ultimate 

compressive stress that the material is capable of withstand. In addition, the 

forces and momentums considered to carry out the global buckling strength 

verification are: Fxy, Fz, Mxy and Mz. The global buckling analysis is performed 

according to chapter 6 of EN 1993-1-1 [11]. 

The following assumption has been considered in this study: 

 The simplified method explained in chapter 6.3 of EN 1991-1-1 [11] has 

been chosen for the calculations.  

 Verification under second order analysis will not be studied (i.e. buckling 

calculations will not consider misalignment of the tower).  

 Tower cross sections are circular hollow sections. Therefore, the relevant 

buckling modes chosen for the evaluation are buckling resistance under 

compression as well as buckling resistance under combined 

compression + biaxial bending. 

 The geometry is considered class 4 cross-sections. 

 The design specifications of the tower welds are according to ISO 5817 

level B. [12] 
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In order to develop the global buckling strength verification, some calculations 

are needed previously: 

- Non-dimensional slenderness (�̅�): 

�̅� = √
𝐴 ∙ 𝑓𝑦

𝑁𝑐𝑟
=

𝑆𝑘

𝑖 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ √
𝐸
𝑓𝑦

 
(2-11) 

where: 

𝐴   is the cross sectional area. 

𝑁𝑐𝑟   is the elastic critical force for the relevant buckling mode. 

𝑓𝑦   is the characteristic yield strength of the material. 

𝐸   is the Young’s Modulus. 

𝐼   is moment of inertia of gross cross-section. 

𝑖 = √
𝐼

𝐴
  is the radius of gyration. 

𝑆𝑘 = 𝛽 ∙ 𝑙  is the buckling length, considering 𝛽 = 2 and 𝑙 as the tower 

length. 

 
- Reduction factor: 

𝜒 =
1

𝜙 + √𝜙2 + �̅�2
 ≤ 1 (2-12) 

𝜙 = 0.5 ∙ [1 + 𝛼 ∙ (�̅� − 0.2) + �̅�2]  (2-13) 

Where, the imperfection factor (𝛼) for a conventional steel tower considering the 

tube hollow section as Class A [11] is: 

𝛼 = 0.21 

For slenderness �̅� ≤ 0.2 , the buckling effects are neglected according to 

section 6.3.1.2 of EN 1993-1-1 [5]. Typically this special case could be applied 

at the tower transition piece on the foundation or at the tower steel adapter on 

hybrid towers. 

The buckling resistance under axial compression is verified with the following 

criteria: 
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𝑁𝐸𝑑

𝑁𝑏,𝑅𝑑
≤ 1 (2-14) 

where, 

𝑁𝐸𝑑   is the design value of the compression force.  

𝑁𝑏,𝑅𝑑  is the design buckling resistance of the compression 

member. 

𝑁𝑏,𝑅𝑑 =
𝜒 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝑓𝑦𝑘

𝛾𝑀1
 (2-15) 

In which, 

 𝜒   is the reduction factor. 

 𝑓𝑦𝑘   is the characteristic steel yield strength. 

𝛾𝑀1 = 1.2  as IEC-61400 [9] defines the global safety factor for global 

buckling. 

Then, the global buckling reverse factor under axial compression (𝐵𝑅𝐹𝐺𝐼) is 

calculated as: 

𝐵𝑅𝐹𝐺𝐼 = [
𝑁𝐸𝑑

𝑁𝑏,𝑅𝑑
]

−1

 
(2-16) 

On the other hand, the buckling resistance under combined biaxial bending + 

axial force is verified with expression (2-17): 

𝑁𝐸𝑑

𝜒 ∙
𝑁𝑅𝑘

𝛾𝑀1

+
𝑀𝑥𝑦.𝐸𝑑

𝑀𝑥𝑦.𝑅𝑘

𝛾𝑀1

∙ 𝑘𝑥𝑦 ≤ 1 (2-17) 

Where,  

 𝑁𝐸𝑑  is the design value of the compression force. 

𝑀𝑥𝑦.𝐸𝑑  is the design Bending Moment in first order theory. 

𝜒   is the reduction factor. 

𝛾𝑀1 = 1.2  as IEC-61400 [9] defines the global safety factor for global 

buckling. 
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𝑁𝑅𝑘 = 𝑓𝑦𝑘 ∙ 𝐴 is the design buckling resistance of the axial compression 

member. 

𝑀𝑥𝑦.𝑅𝑘 = 𝑊𝑒𝑙 ∙ 𝑓𝑦𝑘 is the design buckling resistance of the biaxial 

bending  member. 

𝑊𝑒𝑙  is the Elastic Section Modulus. 

𝑘𝑥𝑦   is the interaction factor taken from Appendix A.1.  

Considering members not susceptible to torsional deformations and for hollow 

sections under axial compression and uniaxial bending 𝑀𝑥𝑦.𝐸𝑑. 

Therefore, the global buckling reverse factor under combined axial compression 

+ bending (𝐵𝑅𝐹𝐺𝐼𝐼) can be calculated as: 

𝐵𝑅𝐹𝐺𝐼𝐼 = [
𝑁𝐸𝑑

𝜒 ∙
𝑁𝑅𝑘

𝛾𝑀1

+
𝑀𝑥𝑦.𝐸𝑑

𝑀𝑥𝑦.𝑅𝑘

𝛾𝑀1

∙ 𝑘𝑥𝑦]

−1

 (2-18) 

Finally, the global buckling reverse factor (𝐵𝑅𝐹𝐺) is calculated as: 

𝐵𝑅𝐹𝐺 = min[𝐵𝑅𝐹𝐺𝐼;  𝐵𝑅𝐹𝐺𝐼𝐼] ∙ 𝐿𝐶𝐹 (2-19) 

where the Load Concentration Factor (LCF) is applied in a conservative way in 

order to ensure that the buckling does not occur under extreme loads. 

2.1.3  Shell Buckling Strength Verification 

Shell buckling strength analysis is performed in every single tower shell of the 

tower structure. The main difference respect to the global buckling is that the 

shell buckling is produced locally in a tower shell and consequently it can trigger 

to a global buckling of the tower. In addition, the shell buckling strength analysis 

is performed according to EN 1993-1-6 [13]. 

The following assumption has been considered in this study: 

 Shell buckling is verified in every weld between tower plates. The 

thickness considered at each steel plate transition is always the minimum 

thickness of the connection. 
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 The cylinder length 𝑙 is defined as the length between defined 

boundaries; the unsupported length between stiffeners. Tower flanges 

act as a boundary condition and determine the cylinder length 𝑙. 

The  boundary  conditions  at  the  ends  of  the  segments  are  considered  as: 

BC1 class (end  1:  connection  with foundation/transition) and BC2 class (end 

2: connection with nacelle), according with figure 7 and table 2. 

 

Figure 7: Schematic examples of boundary conditions. [13] 

Table 2: Boundary conditions for tower shells. [13] 
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 Manufacturing tolerances are divided in : 

o Class A – Excellent 

o Class B -  High 

o Class C – Normal 

In shell buckling calculations, the class B imperfection parameters are 

typically selected as manufacturing quality requirements. 

The tower shells are subjected to the following membrane stresses: 

- Compressive meridional membrane stresses (𝜎𝑥) caused by bending 

moments and axial loads. 

- Shear membrane stresses (𝜏𝑥𝜃) caused by torsional moments and shear 

loads. 

It is worth to mention that, 𝜎𝑥,𝐸𝑑 and 𝜏𝑥𝜃,𝐸𝑑 values are calculated with expression 

1 and 2, in which these terms correspond to 𝜎𝑧 and 𝜏 respectively. 

The circumferential stresses (𝜎𝜃) derived from membrane theory for cylindrical 

and conical shapes are equal to zero as Appendix B.1 shown. Furthermore, the 

maximum value of the Von Mises equivalent membrane stress (𝜎𝑒𝑞,𝑚) is 

calculated only considering axial component (Appendix B.2). Moreover, the 

circumferential stress because of the circumferential bending moment are 

neglected when 𝑟/𝑡 ≤ 160. (t: thickness of the tower shell, r: radius of the tower 

shell). 

The characteristic buckling meridional (𝜎𝑥,𝑅𝑘) and shear stresses (𝜏𝜃,𝑅𝑘) are 

calculated as in expressions (2-20) and (2-21) respectively: 

𝜎𝑥,𝑅𝑘 = χ𝑥𝑓𝑦𝑘 (2-20) 

𝜏𝜃,𝑅𝑘 = χ𝜃

𝑓𝑦𝑘

√3
 (2-21) 

In which the buckling reduction factors (𝜒) are calculated as function of the 

relative slenderness of the shell (�̅�) from: 

𝜒 = 1                                            𝑖𝑓 �̅� ≤ �̅�0 (2-22) 
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𝜒 = 1 − 𝛽 (
�̅� − �̅�0

�̅�𝑝 − �̅�0

)

𝜂

                       𝑖𝑓 �̅�0 ≤ 𝜆̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ≤ �̅�𝑝 (2-23) 

𝜒 =
𝛼

�̅� 2
                                         𝑖𝑓 �̅�𝑝 ≤  �̅� (2-24) 

where: 

 𝛼  is the elastic imperfection factor. 

 𝛽  is the plastic range factor. 

 𝜂  is the interaction exponent. 

 �̅�0  is the squash limit relative slenderness. 

𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜂 and �̅�0 are calculated differently depending if it is compressive 

meridional stress (Section 2.1.3.1) or shear membrane stress (Section 2.1.3.2). 

The plastic limit relative slenderness (�̅�𝑝) value is calculated as: 

�̅�𝑝 = √
𝛼

1 − 𝛽
 (2-25) 

And the meridional (�̅�𝑥) and shear (�̅�𝜏) relative shell slenderness values are 

calculated respectively as: 

�̅�𝑥 = √
𝑓𝑦𝑘

𝜎𝑥,𝑅𝑐𝑟
 (2-26) 

�̅�𝜏 = √
𝑓𝑦𝑘/3

𝜏𝜃,𝑅𝑐𝑟
 (2-27) 

where: 

 𝜎𝑥,𝑅𝑐𝑟  is the critical meridional buckling stress. 

 𝜏𝜃,𝑅𝑐𝑟  is the critical shear buckling stress. 
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2.1.3.1 Meridional Buckling Compression Stress 

The length of the segment, 𝑙, is characterised by the dimensionless parameter 

𝜔 using the following expression: 

𝜔 =
𝑙

𝑟
 √

𝑟

𝑡
=

𝑙

√𝑟𝑡
 (2-28) 

In which: 

 𝑟  is the segment radius at the height of assessment. 

 𝑡  is the segment thickness at the height of assessment. 

Then, the critical meridional buckling stress (𝜎𝑥𝑅𝑐𝑟) is calculated as: 

𝜎𝑥𝑅𝑐𝑟 = 0.605 ∙ E ∙ C 𝑥 ∙
𝑡

𝑟
 (2-29) 

where: 

C 𝑥 = 1                                                                                     𝑖𝑓 𝜔 ≤ 1.7 (𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠) (2-30) 

C 𝑥 = 1.36 −
1.83

𝜔
+

1.83

𝜔2
            𝑖𝑓 1.7 ≤ 𝜔 ≤ 0.5

𝑟

𝑡
 (𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 − 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠) (2-31) 

C 𝑥 = C 𝑥,𝑁 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {0.6 ∙ [1 +
0.2

C 𝑥𝑏
[1 − 2𝜔

𝑡

𝑟
]]}         𝑖𝑓 0.5

𝑟

𝑡
≤ 𝜔 (𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠) (2-32) 

According with the boundary condition assumed, C 𝑥𝑏 = 3. (Table 3) 

Table 3: Parameter 𝐶 𝑥𝑏 for the effect of boundary conditions on elastic critical 

meridional buckling stress in long cylinders. [13] 

 

Nevertheless, for long cylinders that fulfil simultaneously the following 

conditions: 
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500 ≤
𝐸

𝑓𝑦,𝑘
≤ 1000 (2-33) 

𝜔 ≤ 6 ∙
𝑟

𝑡
 (2-34) 

C 𝑥 is calculated as in expression 35: 

C 𝑥 = C 𝑥,𝑁

𝜎𝑥𝐸,𝑁

𝜎𝑥𝐸
+

𝜎𝑥𝐸,𝑀

𝜎𝑥𝐸
 (2-35) 

where: 

 𝜎𝑥𝐸  is the design meridional stress. 

𝜎𝑥𝐸,𝑁  is the design meridional stress that derives from the axial 

load. 

𝜎𝑥𝐸,𝑀 is the design meridional stress that derives from the tubular 

global bending. 

Moreover, the meridional elastic imperfection factor (α 𝑥) is calculated as: 

α 𝑥 =
0.62

1 + 1.91 ∙ (
Δ𝑊𝑘

𝑡⁄ )

1.44 
(2-36) 

In which Δ𝑊𝑘 is the characteristic imperfection amplitude and it can be obtained: 

Δ𝑊𝑘 =
1

𝑄
√

𝑟

𝑡
𝑡 (2-37) 

Where Q is the quality fabrication parameter and it can be obtained from table 

4. 

Table 4: Values of fabrication quality parameter. [13] 

 

Therefore, the meridional squash limit slenderness 𝜆𝑥0, the plastic range factor 

𝛽 and the interaction exponent 𝜂 have been obtained from EN 1993-1-6 [13] as: 
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𝜆𝑥0 = 0.40           𝛽 = 0.60          𝜂 = 1.0 

It is worth to mention that tower shells are not verified against shear buckling in 

case of satisfying the following expression: 

𝑟

𝑡
≤ 0.16 [

𝐸

𝑓𝑦𝑘
]

0.67

 (2-38) 

2.1.3.2  Shell Buckling Safety Factors 

Once, all the aforementioned parameters have been calculated, it is necessary 

to verify the tower shells with the following expressions: 

I                                                   
𝜎𝑥,𝐸𝑑

𝜎𝑥,𝑅𝑑
≤ 1;   𝜎𝑥,𝑅𝑑 =

𝜎𝑥,𝑅𝑘

𝛾𝑚
 (2-39) 

II                                                
𝜏𝑥𝜃,𝐸𝑑

𝜏𝑥𝜃,𝑅𝑑
≤ 1; 𝜏𝑥𝜃,𝑅𝑑 =

𝜏𝑥𝜃,𝑅𝑘

𝛾𝑚
 (2-40) 

III                                               (
𝜎𝑥,𝐸𝑑

𝜎𝑥,𝑅𝑑
)

𝑘𝑥

+ (
𝜏𝑥𝜃,𝐸𝑑

𝜏𝑥𝜃,𝑅𝑑
)

𝑘𝜏

≤ 1 (2-41) 

Where: 

𝜎𝑥,𝐸𝑑 is the design value of compressive membrane stress 

obtained from design loads. 

𝜏𝑥𝜃,𝐸𝑑 is the design value of shear membrane stress obtained from 

design loads. 

𝜎𝑥,𝑅𝑑  is the design buckling meridional stress. 

𝜏𝑥𝜃,𝑅𝑑  is the design buckling shear stress. 

𝜎𝑥,𝑅𝑘 is the characteristic buckling meridional stress (compressive 

positive). 

𝜏𝑥𝜃,𝑅𝑘  is the characteristic buckling shear stress. 

𝑘𝑥 = 1.25 + 0.75 ∙ 𝜒𝜒  is the interaction coefficient for meridional 

stress. 

𝑘𝜏 = 1.25 + 0.25 ∙ 𝜒𝜏  is the interaction coefficient for shear stress. 

𝛾𝑚 = 1.2 is the partial safety factor of steel. 
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Finally, the shell buckling reserve factor (𝐵𝑅𝐹𝑆) is calculates as: 

𝐵𝑅𝐹𝑆 =  (𝑀𝐴𝑋[𝐼, 𝐼𝐼, 𝐼𝐼𝐼])−1 (2-42) 

2.2  Fatigue Limit State (FLS) 

The fatigue strength verification of the steel tower is a very important design 

driver, since the tower structure suffers a strong fatigue during years due to the 

cyclic loadings. The fatigue is calculated in the circumferential welds between 

tower shells; however, if there are any internal welds in these tower shells, the 

detail category (i.e. resistance strength under cyclic loading for geometry 

singularities in welded components) of that tower shell will be defined by the 

internal weld, since the detail of the tower internal welds are lower than the 

detail of the circumferential welds [14]. Furthermore, the moment and forces 

considered in the fatigue analysis are: Mx, My and Fz.  In addition, the execution 

of the steel tower structure has to be in accordance with EN 1090-1 [14] and EN 

1090-2 [15]. 

The methodology used to verify the fatigue limit state can be divided in the 

following steps: 

1. Loads Interpolation: Interpolation of the loads for the height of the section 

considered. 

2. Unit Normal Stresses: Calculation of the unit normal stresses.  

3. Normal Stresses: Calculation of the normal stresses. 

4. Rainflow Counting: Application of the rainflow counting algorithm on the 

normal stresses. 

5. Total Damage: Calculation of the total damage. 

Fatigue Safety Factor: Calculation of the corresponding fatigue safety factor. 

2.2.1  Loads Interpolation 

For a tower shell located at height Hi between two post-processed sections Htop 

and Hbot, load time series are evaluated as a linear interpolation approach as 

follows: 
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(𝐹𝑧)𝑖 = (𝐹𝑧)𝑏𝑜𝑡 +
(𝐹𝑧)𝑡𝑜𝑝 − (𝐹𝑧)𝑏𝑜𝑡

𝐻𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑡
 ∙ (𝐻𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐻𝑖) (2-43) 

(𝑀𝑥)𝑖 = (𝑀𝑥)𝑏𝑜𝑡 +
(𝑀𝑥)𝑡𝑜𝑝 − (𝑀𝑥)𝑏𝑜𝑡

𝐻𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑡
 ∙ (𝐻𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐻𝑖) (2-44) 

(𝑀𝑦)
𝑖

= (𝑀𝑦)
𝑏𝑜𝑡

+
(𝑀𝑦)

𝑡𝑜𝑝
− (𝑀𝑦)

𝑏𝑜𝑡

𝐻𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑡
 ∙ (𝐻𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝐻𝑖) 

(2-45) 

2.2.2  Unit Normal Stresses 

Unit normal stresses are evaluated following membrane stress theory [12]; 

however, some assumptions have to be considered such as the idealised 

conditions of perfect geometry, linear elastic material and linear small 

deflections theory. 

Normal unit stresses, 𝜎𝑧(𝜗), are calculated as: 

𝜎𝑧(𝜗) =
𝐹𝑧

𝐴
+

𝑀𝑥 ∙ sin (𝜗)

𝑊𝑥
−

𝑀𝑦 ∙ cos (𝜗)

𝑊𝑦
 (2-46) 

Where 𝜗 is the angle of the defined point at the evaluated section. In addition, 

the cross sectional area (𝐴) and the bending resistance (𝑊) of each section are 

calculated using expressions (2-5) and (2-6) respectively. Furthermore, the 

shear stress due to the torsional moment and shear loads is neglected in 

fatigue, since the fatigue produced by these loads is meaningless comparing 

with the fatigue produced by Mx, My and Fz.  

The unit normal stresses are calculated using the fallowing values: 

𝐹𝒛 = 𝑀𝒙 = 𝑀𝑦 = 1 

2.2.3  Normal Stress 

Based on the load time series (Forces an Moments) at the centre of the tower 

for a specific height section Hi, the corresponding normal stresses time series 

for all points defined at the perimeter of the tower sections are obtained 

according to transfer function defined in expression (2-46). It is worth to mention 

that LCF can be applied in specific tower shells with geometrical singularities. 
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2.2.4  Rainflow Counting 

At this stage, the stress ranges(∆𝜎𝑖) and number of cycles (𝑛𝑖)  are obtained 

applying for each normal stress time series a rainflow cycle algorithm similar to 

references [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. 

2.2.5  Total Damage 

The endurance limit (𝑁𝑖) for each specific stress range (∆𝜎𝑖) is calculated 

according to EN 1993-1-9 [22] as follows: 

γ𝑓 ∙ ∆𝜎𝑖 ≥
∆𝜎𝐷

γ𝑚 ∙ γ𝑛
∙ 𝑘𝑠            𝑁𝑖 = 5 × 106 [

∆𝜎𝐷

γ𝑚 ∙ γ𝑛
∙ 𝑘𝑠

γ𝑓 ∙ ∆𝜎𝑖
]

𝑚1

          𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑚1 = 3  (2-47) 

γ𝑓 ∙ ∆𝜎𝑖 <
∆𝜎𝐷

γ𝑚 ∙ γ𝑛
∙ 𝑘𝑠            𝑁𝑖 = 5 × 106 [

∆𝜎𝐷

γ𝑚 ∙ γ𝑛
∙ 𝑘𝑠

γ𝑓 ∙ ∆𝜎𝑖
]

𝑚2

           𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑚2 = 5 (2-48) 

∆𝜎𝐷 is the fatigue limit for constant amplitude stress ranges at 5 × 106 cycles, 

obtained from the reference value of  the fatigue strength at 2 × 106 cycles 

(defined detail category). Then, 𝑘𝑠 is the stress reduction factor for steel plate 

thickness t > 25mm, according to EN 1993-1-1 [11]. 

Finally, the total damage (𝐷) can be calculated as: 

𝐷 = ∑ 𝐷𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

= ∑
𝑛𝑖

𝑁𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 (2-49) 

2.2.6  Fatigue Reserve Factor 

Finally, in order to obtain the fatigue reserve factor (FRF), an iterative process is 

performed by increasing the time series length by a constant factor in order to 

achieve a final value of total damage of: 

𝐷 = 1 

Therefore, the FRF is obtained when the above condition is fulfilled. 
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2.3  Dynamic Verification 

Once ULS and FLS has been verified, it is extremely important to verify the 

dynamic response of the wind turbine, since a resonance in the structure might 

occur if this design driver is not validate; thus, it might provoke the global 

collapse of the structure. 

Firstly, it is necessary to introduce the different modes of deformation that the 

tower structure can suffer depending on the dynamic frequency. Figure 8, 9 and 

10 show the first, second and third tower eigenmodes respectively. It is worth to 

mention that those modes are the most typical eigenmodes because of the 

tower vibration, although there are more eigenmodes that a tower structure can 

suffer. Green lines show the initial tower structure shape and the red lines are 

the eigenmodes which corresponds to each of these modes. In addition, FA and 

SS stand for “Fore-After” and “Side-to-Side” respectively. FA represents the 

tower displacement in the rotor’s direction and SS is the displacement 

perpendicular to the rotor’ axis. Furthermore, the vibration suffered by the tower 

structure in Mode 1 for FA and SS is slightly different; therefore, their natural 

frequency values for FA and SS will be a bit different. The same is true for the 

rest of modes.  

 
Figure 8: First tower eigenmode. 
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Figure 9: Second tower eigenmode. 

 
Figure 10: Third tower eigenmode. 
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Moreover, the natural frequency (𝑓𝑛) of the tower structure can be calculated as 

in expression (2-50), where 𝜔 is the angular velocity of the vibration. 

𝑓𝑛 =
2𝜋

𝜔
 (2-50) 

In addition, 𝜔, can be obtained from expression (2-51). It is worth to mention 

that the mass (𝑚) will be constant; however, the stiffness of the tower (𝐾) will 

vary depending of the vibration Mode [23]. Thus, there will be different natural 

frequencies for the structure based on the tower’s stiffness related to the 

eigenmode [24]. 

𝜔 = √
𝐾

𝑚
  

(2-51) 

Moreover, the excited frequencies responsible of the dynamic load on the wind 

tower structure can be split it up in different types. The main sources of these 

excited frequencies are called 1P and 3P. 1P refers to the excitation generated 

by the rotor due to the rotational speed of one blade. Furthermore, 1P 

frequency generates cyclic loads if exists a misalignment of in the rotor-nacelle 

system. In fact, all masses out of balance will generate and harmonic force [25]. 

As for the second excited frequency, 3P, it is produced by the rotor blades 

passing. Note that, the second frequency is called 3P because in this study a 

three blade rotor will be considered; however, if a two rotor blade would have 

been studied, the second frequency would have called 2P [26]. 
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Figure 11: Dynamic verification scheme. 

 

Figure 11 shows the scheme used to verify the dynamic response of the tower 

structure. “fn_mode1” and “fn_mode2” are the natural frequencies of the tower in 

Modes 1 and 2 respectively. 1P and 3P are the excited frequencies afore-

explained; however, there are four dashed lines which represent the upper and 

lower bound of these excited frequencies in order to fulfil safety factors [8]. It is 

worth to mention that 1P has been given with a broader range comparing with 

3P because it is extremely important to avoid resonance with the first excited 

frequency (1P) when the wind turbine reaches the cut-in wind speed. In 

addition, “RPM min” and “RPM max” represent the rotation speed of the rotor 

related to the cut-in and cut-out wind speeds. 

The verification of the structure’s dynamic consists in assuring that the natural 

frequencies of each eigenmode are out of the ranges of each excited frequency. 

For instance, the scenario presented in figure 11 shows a structure which fulfils 
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the dynamic verification because the four red circles, which represent the 

intersection between the rotational speeds and the natural frequencies, are not 

inside the resonance regions (red dashed lines). Note that, both natural 

frequencies are scaled up by a factor of 3% (green dashed lines) approximately 

in order to include a more realistic soil’s behaviour. In other words, “fn_mode1 

(K_infinity)” and “fn_mode2 (K_infinity)” are the natural frequencies considering a 

fully fixed foundation structure (i.e. no displacement is considered at the tip of 

the foundation); however, it is known that some displacement occurs at the tip 

of the foundation. Therefore, it affects directly to the natural frequency of the 

tower [27]. Due to this reason, the natural frequencies related to “RPM min” will 

be considered safe if the natural frequency considering the soil’s stiff (green 

dashed line) is below the excited frequencies; however, the natural frequency 

associated to the “RPM max” has to be verified that the natural frequency which 

considers the ideal embedded, is above the excited frequency. Note that in this 

particular scenario, just two frequency modes and two excited frequencies have 

been plotted, although in reality there are more frequencies. 

Finally, there is an important concept used to categorize the type of structure in 

terms of its dynamic. A structure which has the natural frequency of the first 

mode in which the intersections with the cut-in and cut-out wind speeds are 

below 1P is called “Soft-Soft” but if the intersections occur between 1P and 3P 

is called “Soft-Stiff”. Nevertheless, there are some structures in which the 

aforementioned intersections occur above 3P, thus, they are called “Stiff-Stiff” 

[26]. Therefore, the scenario presented in figure 11 belongs to a structure “Soft-

“Stiff”. 
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3 Case Study  

In this chapter, there will be an introduction of the ALSTOM onshore platforms 

and the selected wind turbine that it is going to be optimized in this study. 

Following that, there will be an extensive definition of fix and variable 

parameters and their upper and lower bounds which will be introduced to the 

model. Finally, all constraints and assumption considered will be explained. 

3.1 ALSTOM Onshore Platforms 

ALSTOM has a portfolio of onshore wind turbines with three different turbines of 

about 2.7-3 MW. In Figure 12, the three ALSTOM onshore wind turbine 3.0 MW 

platforms can be observed. Note that, each wind turbine can be built with 

different hub height depending on wind characteristics and site specifications. 

 

Figure 12: ALSTOM onshore wind turbine 3.0 MW platforms [7]. 

The aforementioned onshore wind platforms installations are mainly based on 

wind class of the site location. In figure 13 a more accurate graph of the use of 

each platform based on wind class, wind turbulence and wind speed can be 

observed. As it can be appreciated in this figure, the ECO 122 has a broader 
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range of wind classes and wind turbulences than the rest of wind turbines. In 

addition, it also is able to rate the same amount of power with lower wind 

speeds [28]. However, this particular turbine has to have bigger rotor diameter 

in order to reach the same rated power as the others. Furthermore, as the wind 

class for this turbine is lower it needs to reach higher hub heights in order to 

ensure the same rated power [29]. 

 

Figure 13: Wind class coverage of ALSTOM onshore wind turbine 3.0 MW platforms. 

The ongoing study will be based on the tower optimization of the current ECO 

122 T89 wind turbine. In Appendix D, the general specifications for the three 

different onshore platforms can be observed. 

 

3.2 Model Parameters 

It is necessary to define the input (fix and variable) and output parameters, but it 

is also extremely important to be aware of the model constraints, since it might 

have an important impact in the solution. 
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3.2.1 Input Parameters 

There are many geometrical variables which define a tower structure. For this 

reason, it is necessary to identify the minimum and sufficient amount of 

variables in order to define the rest of variables as linear combinations of the 

first ones. Furthermore, the fix parameters considered in this study from the 

ECO 122 T89 are presented in table 5. The tower height is fixed in order to be 

able to compare the solution obtained from this project with the initial tower 

design. In addition, DTT* and DBT are imposed because of the nacelle and 

foundation dimensions respectively.  

Table 5: Fix inputs 

 

In table 6, fix (black) and variable (blue) inputs can be observed. The variable 

inputs are the tower section lengths (HT1, HT2 and HT3) and the top diameters of 

tower sections T2 (Dt_T2) and T3 (Dt_T3). Those inputs will be generated in each 

scenario during the optimization and the other tower parameters such as bottom 

diameters and the tower section length (HT4) will be recalculated using these 

values. In this table, it also can be observed the upper and lower bounds used 

for the optimization process and the step range for these variables. 

 

Table 6: Variable inputs 

 

Number of Tower Sections 4 Tower Section Top Flange Length Bottom Flange Length

External Top Tower Diameter [mm] DTT* T4 LT4_t LT4_b

Bottom Tower Diameter [mm] DBT T3 LT3_t LT3_b

Tip Clearance Height [mm] HTC T2 LT2_t LT2_b

Tip Clearance Diameter [mm] DTC T1 LT1_t LT1_b

Tower Height [mm] 89000

Flange DimensionsGeometrical Fix Inputs

Central Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Step Central Value Lower Bound Upper Bound Step

HT4 20000 30000 100 Dt_T4 DTT DTT -

HT3 10000 30000 100 Dt_T3 DTT DBT 50

HT2 10000 30000 100 Dt_T2 DTT DBT 50

HT1 10000 20000 100 Dt_T1 DBT DBT -

Section Length [mm] Top Diameter [mm]
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3.2.2 Output Parameters 

The main output parameter of the optimization process is the tower raw weight; 

however, it is worth to mention that after the optimization process, there will be 

more output parameters such as the model’s dynamics, number of tower shells 

and tower shell heights which will be used as criteria to decide the optimal 

solution. 

Moreover, the net tower weight is the tower weight when the tower is completely 

built, but the raw weight takes into account the excess of material. Indeed, the 

excess of material comes from the cutting margins and the excess of steel while 

cutting with conical shape the steel plates. Finally, it is also very important to 

bear in mind that from the point of view of industry, the material bought in order 

to build a wind turbine is the tower raw weight. 

The reason why the tower raw weight has been chosen as the main 

optimization objective instead of the net tower weight is due to the fact that a 

study has been carried out in order to observe which optimization objective led 

to reach better results. In figure 14, the different geometries assessed in this 

study can be observed. Indeed, three different models have been evaluated (i.e. 

“Optimized Geometry” and “Optimized Geometry -Raw Weight” have the same 

input and constraint values but different output) for two different optimization 

objectives (net and raw weight). Then, these three models where evaluated and 

as it can be appreciated in table 7, the models in which the optimization 

objective is the raw weight show more weight reduction comparing with the 

same models in which the optimization objective is the net weight. Therefore, 

the optimization objective chosen for the ongoing project will be the tower raw 

weight. 
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Figure 14: Optimized geometries considered in the study of selection of objective. 

Table 7: Results of the optimization objective study. 
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On the other hand, the wind turbine dynamics it is also extremely important. Not 

only is it necessary to ensure that the natural frequencies of the tower are not in 

the resonance regions but it is also important to be as far as possible from 

these resonance regions. Therefore, there will be an assessment among the 

most optimal solutions in order to observe which one of them has the best 

dynamic response and which its opportunity cost is. Furthermore, the number of 

tower shells and its length will be also used as criteria for the decision making. 

 

3.2.3 Constraints  

Model constraints are directly related with manufacturing and transport 

constraints. It is extremely important to be aware of the manufacturing and 

transport restrictions while designing the tower structure, since it might occur 

that an optimal design in terms of mass and design drivers is not feasible to 

undertake because of these limitations. 

In table 8, all the manufacturing and transport constraints can be observed. To 

begin with the manufacturing constraints, the maximum plate raw weight is a 

limitation imposed by the casting process. In addition, the maximum plate raw 

width and length are limited by the bending machine. Moreover, the maximum 

section weight, length and diameter are restricted by the mode of transport. 

 

Table 8: Manufacturing and transport constraints. 

Manufacturing Constraints Transport Constraints 

Maximum plate raw weight Maximum section weight* 

Maximum plate raw width Maximum section length 

Maximum plate raw length Maximum section diameter  

* Excluding flanges, welded internals, tower internals and surface protection 

 

Finally, there is one more constraint which is the maximum diameter at tip 

clearance. This restriction is set by the maximum deflection of the blade tip; 
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hence, it is extremely important to ensure that the maximum blade tip deflection 

does not touch the tower structure, since if it would occur, the wind turbine 

would collapse. As consequence of this constraint, there will be a specific 

diameter at the blade tip height which shall be lower than the maximum blade 

tip deflection. 

3.3 Model Assumptions 

Due to the complexity of optimising so many variables of such structure, it is 

necessary to set up some assumptions in order to simplify the complexity of the 

workflow and the computational time. Other assumptions arise from 

manufacturing and transport processes. 

3.3.1 Geometrical Assumptions 

Firstly, as it has been explained in chapter 1, tower sections are connected 

among them through flanges. These flanges are critical components, since they 

might induce high stress concentration values to the tower structure. Therefore, 

the tower shells adjacent to the flanges will have the same thickness than the 

flange and consequently the stress concentrations because of the welding will 

not increase further. This assumption will be considered while defining the 

variable inputs of the tower. Furthermore, the upper and lower flanges and the 

adjacent tower shells to them will also have the same thickness. 

Moreover, the first tower section (T1) will be considered as cylindrical due to the 

fact that this tower section contains the door frame and a lot of internal 

components. The door frame is a critical component, since it induces a 

structural weakness into the structure. In addition, it is easier to design a 

cylindrical component in terms of manufacturing and transport. Due to the 

aforementioned reasons, a cylindrical first tower section will be considered. 

Note that, the number of tower shells in each tower section will be fixed to one 

more than the original geometry and all the tower shells belonging to a tower 

section will have the same tower shell height. These assumptions are set in 

order to give to the model enough degree of freedom for varying its geometry; 

therefore, the solution obtained will be theoretical. 
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Finally, a tower section length will always be higher or equal than the previous 

one, i.e. the tower section length of T2 will be higher or equal to the section 

length T1 and so on. 

3.3.2 Dynamic Assumptions 

There is also an important assumption while calculating the tower natural 

frequencies. Campbell diagram is the most common method used to calculate 

the natural frequencies of the overall wind turbine because it takes into account 

the contribution of all wind turbine components in the overall natural frequency 

[30, 31]; however, this process is time consuming and decreases the efficiency 

of the optimization workflow. Therefore, a Modal Analysis has been also 

considered as a calculation method for the natural frequencies. The main 

differences between these two methods is that the Modal Analysis does not 

consider the contribution of all wind turbine components (i.e. it only calculates 

the uncoupled tower’s dynamics) [32, 33] and it can be calculate almost 

instantly. 

Due to the aforementioned reasons, a sensitivity analysis has been carried out 

in order to find a possible correlation between both methods. Note that, the 

Campbell diagram and the Modal Analysis are calculated using Bladed. 

In figure 15, four different tower geometries can be observed. These four 

geometries have been assessed for both methods and the results have been 

also compared in order to observe if there is any pattern. It is worth to mention 

that the tower geometries selected for this analysis are very different, since the 

objective of this analysis is to find a correlation between both methods which 

covers a broad range of tower geometries. 
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Figure 15: Tower geometries considered in the dynamic study. 

The dynamic analysis has been calculated for first (1FA and 1SS) and second 

(2FA and 2SS) frequencies, since these frequencies are the most critical and 

consequently they are also the most restrictive in terms of dynamics. In table 9, 

the results obtained from this analysis between the aforementioned methods 

can be observed. In addition, it can be observed the increments and reductions 

in the calculated values for the four frequencies analysed from the Modal 

Analysis method to the Campbell Diagram method. 

As it can be appreciated in the results, first frequencies show that both methods 

have a very similar approach, since the results change for 1SS and 1FA less 

than 2% and 3.57% respectively. On the other hand, for second frequencies 

there is an important reduction from the Modal Analysis to the Campbell 

diagram; however, the reduction appreciated from both methods shows that 

2SS has a reduction of 25-26.2% and 2FA has a reduction of 21.6-23% for all 
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the geometries studied. Therefore, although there are meaningful variations for 

second frequencies between the two methods, the reduction appreciated is 

almost constant assuming an error of about 1-1.5%. 

 

Table 9: Dynamic increments/reductions from Modal Analysis to Campbell diagram. 

 

These results have shown that the Modal Analysis can be used for calculating 

first and second tower frequencies; however, it is important to consider that the 

results obtained from this method shall be recalculated using the information in 

table 9 in order to fulfil the same dynamic results as in the Campbell diagram. 

Another conclusion from these results is that first frequencies which represent 

the first eigenmode (Figure 8) are just dependent on the tower structure itself 

(i.e the tower geometry contributes of about 99% to calculate the wind turbine 

dynamics). Nevertheless, second frequencies which represent the second 

eigenmode (Figure 9) are not only dependent on the tower geometry, since the 

Modal Analysis (uncoupled model) and the Campbell diagram (coupled model) 

results differ significantly. In fact, the tower geometry contributes of about 50% 

approximately in the second frequencies calculation, thus, the other component 

such as nacelle, blades and foundation have an important role while calculating 

second frequencies. 

3.3.3 Loads Assumptions 

The loads provided by the Loads & Aerodynamics department are given for four 

equidistant tower points, thus, the loads along the tower are calculated by 

interpolating those points. There are 22 Design Load Cases (DLC) considered 
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for the ongoing project. These DLC are calculated for different design situations 

and wind conditions as it is explained in Appendix C. Then, ULS and FLS are 

calculated for every single DLC taking into account that there are some DLCs 

that only can be considered for FLS or ULS. Furthermore, the loads applied to 

the tower will remain constant during all the optimization process; however, a 

validation of the model shall be carried out at the end of the optimization 

process. 

For instance, in figure 16, the DLC distribution along the tower for a specific 

momentum (Mxy) can be observed: 

 

Figure 16: DLC distribution for Mxy
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4 Methodology 

In this chapter, the methodology used to develop the optimizer will be explained 

in detail. Firstly, the model’s calibration workflow used to pre-calibrate the model 

will be presented. Then, the optimization workflow will be presented with a 

further explanation of the different phases used in this project in order to obtain 

the optimal solution. 

4.1 Model Calibration 

The calibration of the model it is extremely important, since all the ongoing 

study will be based on the initial model calibration. This section is based on the 

workflow presented in figure 17.  

As it can be observed in figure 17, the first activity (A1) consists of the scope’s 

definition, in which the platform types, model’s restrictions and hub height (HH) 

are defined. Following that, the geometry of the platform chosen as case study 

(Chapter 3) is fully defined in activity A2. Note that, it is very important to 

introduce the original tower as a tower reference, since the tower optimizer will 

be capable of developing an optimized tower from this first model. Besides that, 

in activity A3, the loads over the tower reference are introduced into the system, 

since the optimizer will consider the loads constants, although the tower 

geometry is varying. Therefore, it is highly important to be aware that the 

optimal solution will be based on the reference model loads and consequently it 

will be necessary to calculate the new loads for the optimal solutions and 

revalidate the optimal tower structure. 

Moreover, the damage and reserve factors (A4) are introduced into the system 

by using the geometry defined in previous activities. In fact, the damage and 

reserve factors are obtained from an intern ALSTOM software called “Ecobabel” 

which uses the tower geometry, the load time series and the internal weld 

detail. After that, the tower structure dynamic (A5) is introduced to the system 

which will be used as dynamic reference for the further scenarios. Note that, the 

dynamic response of the tower is calculated with “Bladed” taking into 
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consideration the internal components weight. Finally, all the model’s constrains 

required to carry out the optimization will be defined in activity A6. 

Definition of preliminar geometry
  ECO 122 T89

Definition of preliminary loads
Based on a site specific

Definition of fatigue asessment
from Ecobabel

Definition of scope
Onshore, Restrictions, HH, ECO 122

Model Calibration

A1

A2

A3

A4

Definition of model’s dynamicA5

Definition of model’s constraintsA6

 

Figure 17: Model calibration workflow. 

4.2 Workflow 

Once the model has been calibrated with the reference tower geometry and 

model characteristics, the optimization process can start. In figure 18, the 

workflow used to assess the different tower geometries can be observed. 

Firstly, all the input values, lower and upper bounds, variables’ restriction and 

the target, which are the tower raw weight and dynamics, are introduced in 

activity B1. After this activity, the optimization software will generate one tower’s 

geometry scenario, thus the ultimate strength, local and global buckling of this 

tower’s scenario will be calculated (B2) and it will be also checked if this tower 

geometry reaches SF conditions. In case of not fulfilling those design drivers, 

this geometry will be automatically discarded and the optimization tool will 

generate another scenario. However, if it fulfils these design drivers, there will 

be the design drivers assessment (B3) where the afore-calculated design 

drivers are now compared with the fatigue introduced in the pre-calibrated 
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model. Besides that, if the design drivers assessment shows that fatigue is the 

critical design driver in any part along the tower structure with the exception of 

the top of the tower, enlargement factors (B4) shall be applied in order to 

ensure that fatigue is never the critical driver. The reason why fatigue is avoided 

as critical driver is due to the fact that fatigue has to be calculated with software 

(Ecobabel), which calculates the rainflow cycle counting, but it is time 

consuming. Therefore, enlargement factors are added into the buckling and 

ultimate strength calculations as an additional LCF in order to ensure that 

fatigue is never the design driver. It is worth to mention that this is an 

approximation and it will be necessary to validate the model. Note that, the 

initial geometry will be studied previously and the enlargement factors will be 

chosen in function of this model.  

Moreover, after fulfilling the design driver assessment, the tower geometry 

scenario is recorded as feasible solution (B5) and the tower model used in 

Bladed is generated (B6) for this particular scenario. From all the feasible 

solutions recorded, the optimal solution in terms of raw weight is introduced in 

Bladed in order to carry out a Modal Analysis (B7) which will provide us with the 

first and second natural frequencies of the tower. Then, these frequencies are 

compared with the frequencies of the preliminary geometry set in the model’s 

calibration (B8). If these frequencies do not change (increase or decrease) 

more than a specific percentage and the natural frequencies of the new tower 

geometry are not in resonance regions, hence, the optimal solution in terms of 

weight will be also considered as the absolute optimal, since it will fulfil all 

design drivers. In addition, all the outputs which define the optimal tower 

geometry will be generated (B9). Therefore, those outputs will be used to 

validate the model (B10) in which it might occur that if the natural frequencies 

differ more than specific percentage from the initial tower geometries, all DLC 

shall be recalculated and consequently all design drivers shall be calculated 

again. Finally, the optimal solution will be industrialized (B11), since the optimal 

solution from the optimization process is theoretical. 
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 Figure 18: Tower optimization workflow. 
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4.3 Phase 1: Geometry Optimization 

The aforementioned workflow (Figure 18) has been split it in two phases. Phase 

1 will cover all the activities rounded with blue dashed line in which the 

optimization tool will be designed. The optimization tool has been developed 

with an ALSTOM internal software called ALSTOM Process & Optimisation 

Workbench (APOW). This tool has many optimisation algorithms such as 

Downhill Simplex, Hooke-Jeeves, Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), NSGAII and so 

on. In addition, it also has some visualisation tools which allow undertaking a 

MCDM. 

Firstly, it is necessary to have a fully understanding of the workflow presented in 

figure 18, since the next step will be the implementation of this workflow in 

APOW.  Then, due the complexity of the workflow some Excel Macro scripts 

has been developed and added to the workflow in order to have a better control 

over some variables. 

The APOW workflow presented in figure 19 is composed by 14 nodes which 

have different functionalities.  The first node (START) is in charge of generate 

the input data in order to create one scenario and the last node (FINISH) is in 

charge of record all the output values and adjust the input values of the START 

node. In addition, when the scenario has been generated, the “Write_Variables” 

node takes those values and writes them in an Excel file called “Master Tool” in 

which the tower geometry is calculated automatically. After that, the 

“Section_Length_T4” node calculates the section length T4 in function of the 

tower height and the tower section lengths generated by APOW. Then, the 

section length T4 is checked by three nodes in order to validate if the tower 

section length T4 fulfils the minimum and maximum allowable values and if the 

tower section length T4 is larger or equal than tower section length T3. Note 

that, if one scenario generated by APOW does not fulfil these conditions, it will 

not continue the workflow and it will go directly to “Non_Feasible_Solution” 

node, which is a Boolean variable that changes its value to zero (Feasible 

Solution =1 and Non Feasible Solution =0). However, if a scenario fulfils all the 

conditions it will go through the “Read_Tip_Clearance” node which reads from 
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the “Master Tool” Excel file the diameter at the tip clearance height. Then, this 

diameter is evaluated in the “Tip_Clearance” condition node in order to validate 

that this value is lower than the maximum allowed. 

Once the scenario has overcome the tip clearance condition, the tower 

geometry is processed in an Excel file which contains a Macro programmed in 

Visual Basic. This Macro takes the geometry defined in the “Master Tool” Excel 

file and calculates ULS. Note that, FLS is not calculated because in the 

calibration of the model some enlargement factors has been added as LCF in 

order to ensure that fatigue is never a design driver. Furthermore, the tower 

thicknesses are calculated through this Macro by an iterative process in which 

the RFs are forced to be as close as possible to one. Therefore, the minimum 

thicknesses for this specific tower geometry are defined and consequently the 

tower geometry is completely defined. It is worth to mention that, 

“Optimize_Thickness” node is the most crucial component of the workflow, 

since it makes a lot of calculations while optimizing the tower thicknesses at the 

same time. 

The next step is to read the maximum tower section net weight 

(“Read_Geometry_Conditions”) and validate that this value is lower than the 

limit imposed by the manufacturing and transport processes (Max_net_weight). 

Then, if this tower geometry fulfils this last condition, it is recorded as feasible 

solution; however, if it does not fulfil “Max_net_weight” node condition, it will be 

automatically discarded. 
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Figure 19: Optimization workflow in APOW
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4.4 Phase 2: Dynamic Validation 

Once the optimal solution in terms of raw weight has been obtained from Phase 

1, the optimal tower geometry will be post-processed in order to calculate its 

dynamic response. The natural frequencies of the optimized tower structure can 

be calculated through a Modal Analysis or Campbell diagram as it has been 

explained in section 3.3.2. It is worth to mention that for the natural frequencies 

calculation in Bladed, it is necessary to define precisely the tower geometry and 

its internal weightier components, since these punctual masses might have a 

meaningful effect on the dynamic tower response. After that, these natural 

frequencies are compared with the natural frequencies of the initial tower 

geometry. Therefore, if the new first frequencies are in a range of [+1%, -3%] 

from the original first frequencies and they are not in resonance regions, the 

load assumptions considered can be validated and consequently the model is 

also validated. Nevertheless, if the new first frequencies do not fulfil this range, 

it will be necessary to recalculate all DLCs and reassess the tower structure 

again (i.e. verification of all design drivers). Note that the range of [+1%, -3%] is 

a common data used by certification authorities in industry. 

Finally, the validated theoretical model is industrialized, since it is highly likely 

that the optimal solution given by APOW will not have the optimal tower shells 

dimensions in terms of manufacturing and transport. Therefore, the theoretical 

dimension obtained from the optimization process will be adjusted and 

consequently there will be slight variations in the overall raw weight structure 

that shall be considered.  
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5 Results and Discussion 

The computational results obtained from all simulation carried out in this project 

are shown and compared in this chapter. Firstly, there will be a sensitivity 

analysis among the different algorithms considered in the optimization in order 

to see the effect of using different algorithms into the solution. Secondly, the 

design drivers will be shown and commented for the optimal tower geometry. 

Then, the effect of considering or not the tip clearance constraint will be 

analysed. Finally, the model used in this project and its assumptions will be also 

validated. 

5.1 Algorithms Sensitivity Analysis  

Downhill Simplex, Hooke-Jeeves and Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) are the 

algorithms selected to carry out this sensitivity analysis. All these algorithms will 

run the same simulation and it will allow us to analyse which are the effects on 

the response. 

5.1.1 Downhill Simplex 

The Downhill Simplex algorithm was introduced by Nelder and Mead [34]  and it 

is an algorithm very common in simplex optimisation processes, since it has a 

relatively fast convergence of the solution. In addition, this method does not 

need initial guesses that can let to an extensive time consuming. In fact, this 

method is based on a random selection of initial guesses and it also is able to 

escape from local minima; however, the solution obtained is not as good as 

other algorithms [35]. Furthermore, the geometrical figure of the simplex 

algorithm is represented by N+1 points which in 2 dimensions are represented 

by a triangle but in 3 dimensions are represented by a tetrahedron. The 

Downhill Simplex algorithm minimizes the objective function by taking steps 

which move the point to where the function is the largest to a lower point [36]. 

The evolution of the tower raw weight optimization using Downhill Simplex 

algorithm is illustrated in figure 20. This figure shows that the optimizer does not 

achieve a better solution than the initial tower geometry up to the iteration 25. 
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Then, it keeps on decreasing until iteration 80 where the solution is stabilized. It 

is worth to mention that there is a very fast convergence during the first 50 

iterations. In addition, this optimization took less than two hours and a half in a 

regular computer to reach the last iteration. In Appendix E.1, all the input 

variable distributions along the iterative process can be observed. 

 

Figure 20: Reduction of tower raw weight using Downhill Simplex algorithm. 

As it can be observed in figure 20, the Downhill Simplex algorithm has a quite 

fast convergence of the solution. In addition it does not require a central value 

to start the iterative process, since it is able to adjust its input variables in order 

to avoid local minima. 

 

5.1.2 Hooke-Jeeves 

The Hooke-Jeeves algorithm was presented in 1961 by R. Hooke and T.A. 

Jeeves [37] who coined the concept of “direct search” algorithms. They defined 

the concept of “direct search” as the generation of a sequential path of trial 

solutions which take into consideration the “best” trial solution obtained until this 
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time together with an objective strategy in order to define which will be the next 

trial solution [38]. Moreover, a combination of heuristic pattern and exploratory 

movements are made iteratively in this method. Then, through an exploratory 

movement of the current point, the best solution around the current point can be 

found [39, 40]. In addition, replication is very common in this algorithm, since it 

might find a branch in which the solution does not converge to an optimal 

solution; hence, it is common to replicate a middle point in order to explore 

another branch. 

Figure 21 illustrates the evolution of the reduction of tower raw weight during 

the iterative process. 

 

Figure 21: Reduction of tower raw weight using Hooke-Jeeves algorithm. 

As it can be appreciated in figure 21, the output of the optimization process has 

an immediate improvement since the first iterations. In fact, this algorithm finds 

tower geometries which represent a reduction of about 2% in the tower raw 

weight in the initial iterations. After that, it can be appreciated how the solution 

keep going down up to iteration 100 where it reaches the optimal solution. 

Furthermore, this optimization took a little bit more than two hours and a half in 

a regular computer. 
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This optimization has shown that Hook-Jeeves algorithm has an extremely 

improvement from the beginning of the iterative process. However, this 

algorithm has an important drawback which is that it needs an initial point to 

start the iterative process. Indeed, it needs a starting point relatively close to a 

trial solution because if the starting point is too far from a trial solution, the 

Hook-Jeeves algorithm is not always able to find the correct path and 

consequently the optimization collapses. Therefore, it is required an extensive 

effort in order to find a “good” starting point which is time consuming. Indeed, for 

this project, some initial simulations were run with other algorithms in order to 

find one starting point. Then this point was used as the starting point in the 

Hooke-Jeeves algorithm. Note that, in this process it has been possible to find 

one starting point, although it might be extremely difficult to find a starting point 

for a process with hundreds of input variables. In Appendix E.2, all the input 

variable distributions along the iterative process can be observed. 

 

5.1.3 Evolution Algorithm 

Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) are based on the technique in which a given 

population of individuals suffer from natural selection because of the 

environmental pressure and it leads to an increment in the fitness of the 

population [41]. Through this fitness, some of the better candidates found up to 

the moment, are chosen to seed the next generation of candidates using 

mutation and/or recombination to them [42]. Mutation and recombination are 

very important parameters in order to set the new candidates.  

For instance, a general scheme for EA could follow the next steps [43]: 

1- Initialisation of population using random candidates. 

2- Evaluation of each candidate (parents). 

3- Select parents. 

4- Recombination of one or two parents. 

5- Mutation of the resulting recombination. 

6- Evaluation of new candidates 
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7- Selection of best individuals for the next generation. 

8- Restart the process since stage 3 until the termination condition is 

fulfilled. 

Moreover, there are two important concepts in EA used to describe the 

behaviour of the EA which are exploitation and exploration (referred to as EvE). 

Exploitation is defined as the ability of an algorithm to be able to converge to an 

optimal solution and the exploration is the ability to explore enough sparse 

areas of the space. The combination of these two concepts is recognized as the 

key issue for the overall EA performance [44, 45, 46]. 

Figure 22 shows the reduction of tower raw weight along the iterative process. It 

can be appreciated that this algorithm has a fast convergence at the beginning 

(up to iteration 500), but then it needs more than 1000 iterations to reach the 

optimal solution. Note that, there is a gap of about 200 iteration at the beginning 

in which the algorithm did not find any feasible solution due to the fact that this 

algorithm need to generate enough population in order to find feasible 

candidates (i.e. this small region is used to calibrated the input variables). It is 

worth to mention that, during the assessment of the EA, there was an 

exhaustive research in order to find the best mutation probability, since after a 

few trials using different mutation probability values, an important effect on the 

response was clearly identified. Therefore, in this project, the best value of 

mutation probability was calculated following the same procedures as in the 

study carried out in 2011 by A. Alexandrescu and M. Craus [47]. 

Moreover, in figure 22, it can be also appreciated that although the simulation 

process carried out more than 2200 iterations, the optimal solution was found in 

iteration 1500 approximately; however, EA kept on looking for more optimal 

solutions using recombination and mutation until the convergence was absolute. 

Furthermore, this iterative process took 27 hours approximately in a regular 

computer. In Appendix E.3, all the input variable distributions along the iterative 

process can be observed. 
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Figure 22: Reduction of tower raw weight using Evolutionary Algorithm. 

 

5.1.4 Results Comparison 

One different optimal solution was found from each of the algorithm used in this 

study. The three optimal geometries found are represented in figure 23. Note 

that, these optimal tower geometries still need to be validated for dynamics. 

It can be appreciated in figure 23 that the optimal solution proposed by the 

Downhill Simplex algorithm is meaningfully more slender than the initial tower. 

However, the optimal towers obtained with Hooke-Jeeves algorithm and EA 

follow a similar geometry to the initial geometry at the first half of the tower but 

for the upper half there are some slight variations. Moreover, the reduction in 

tower section lengths and tower top diameters are represented in tables 10 and 

11 respectively. 
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Figure 23: Optimal tower geometries 

 

Table 10: Reduction of tower section lengths 
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Table 11: Reduction of tower sections top diameters 

 

As it can be appreciated in table 10, there are significant changes in the tower 

geometry depending on the algorithm used. Specially, tower section length T1 

shows important changes respect to the initial geometry. In addition, tower 

section lengths T4 of all algorithms suggest larger section lengths than the initial 

geometry. It is worth pointing out that the EA has found an optimal geometry 

which has almost the same tower section lengths for T2 and T3, than the initial 

geometry. Note that, the tower top diameters T1 and T4 (Table 11) does not 

suffer any increments or reductions because of the constraints set to the model. 

In figure 24, the tower wall thickness for all the optimal geometries can be 

observed. It can be appreciated that thickness decreases as tower height 

increase, since the loads influence decreases as well. Nevertheless, there is 

one exception with the optimal geometry obtained with the Downhill Simplex 

algorithm, since thicknesses increase between 50m to 60m due to the fact that 

there is a strong reduction in tower top diameter T3. Furthermore, there is a 

singularity in all optimal tower geometries in the tower base in which the tower 

shell thicknesses is meaningful greater than the rest. These thick values of 

thickness are related with the door frame, since this particular component has to 

fulfil larger safety factors than the rest of the tower shells, therefore, more 

thickness is required to fulfil this condition. Note that, there is another singularity 

at the top of the tower where the tower shell thickness increases again. The 

reason of this singularity comes from a restriction of the tower top flange, since 

the thickness of this flange is imposed by the nacelle. 
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Figure 24: Optimal tower wall thickness 

The tower raw weights for the optimal tower geometries have been calculated 

and compared with the raw weight of the initial tower geometry. Table 12 shows 

the reduction in mass of the tower raw weight. 

Firstly, it can be clearly observed that the optimal solution proposed by the 

Downhill Simplex algorithm is far from being as good as the other solutions. 

Moreover, it can be appreciated that the optimal solutions found by the Hooke-

Jeeves algorithm and EA have the same reduction of raw weight, although its 

geometries are meaningfully different. These results lead to think that for this 
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local optimal solutions which are equally good, at least in terms of tower raw 

weight.  

Table 12: Reduction of tower raw weight for each algorithm 

 

The results obtained from the simulations (Table 12) have demonstrated that 

both algorithms are able to obtain an optimal solution; however, it does not 

mean that both algorithms are equally efficient and reliable. As it has been 

explained in section 5.1.2, the Hooke-Jeeves algorithm requires the selection of 

a “good” starting point which is time consuming. In addition, the EA explores a 

lot of more scenarios than the rest of algorithms. Indeed, in Appendix E, it can 

be observed that the variables' distribution along the iterative process for the EA 

is completely different, since it covers a broader range of scenarios than the 

rest of algorithms. Due to the aforementioned reasons, the EA is considered 

more reliable than the Hooke-Jeeves algorithm. 

Two optimal geometries have been found from the simulations which fulfil ULS 

and FLS; however, it is necessary to verify its dynamics, since it might occur 

that these geometries are not feasible because they do not fulfil dynamics. 

Furthermore, the dynamic verification might help to choose one of the optimal 

geometries because of its dynamics could be better than the other (i.e. the first 

tower frequencies are more far from the first excited frequency). 

 

5.2 Design Drivers Verification 

In this section, all design drivers (ULS, FLS and dynamics) will be calculated 

and there will be a detailed comparison between the two optimal solutions found 

in previous section. 
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5.2.1 ULS and FLS Verification 

Figures 25 and 26 show the ULS and FLS reserve factors for the tower 

geometries obtained from the Hooke-Jeeves algorithm and EA respectively. 

Note that, as the optimal tower geometries are different from the initial 

geometry, it has been necessary to recalculate fatigue through Ecobabel 

software. Both tower geometries fulfil ULS and FLS reserve factor and they also 

have similar design drivers’ distributions along the tower. In both cases, FLS 

leads the bottom part of the tower; however, the rest of the tower is governed by 

Buckling with the exception of the top of the tower which is restricted by FLS 

again. In addition, both geometries show that ultimate strength is not a 

restrictive design driver. Furthermore, there are some slight variations that can 

be appreciated between the two optimal geometries. For instance, the geometry 

obtained with the EA has a larger region governed by FLS than the geometry 

obtained with the Hooke-Jeeves algorithm. Finally, it can be also observed that 

both geometries have larger reserve factors in ultimate strength and buckling 

verifications at the bottom of the tower. These reserve factors arise from the 

door frame SF.  

Finally, it is worth pointing out that the enlargements factors applied to the LCF 

in order to avoid that fatigue was a design drivers, are properly defined, since 

figures 25 and 26 have shown that the optimal geometries fulfil FLS. 
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Figure 25: ULS and FLS reserve factors for the optimal solution obtained with Hooke-

Jeeves algorithm. 
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Figure 26: ULS and FLS reserve factors for the optimal solution obtained with 

Evolutionary Algorithm. 
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5.2.2 Dynamic Verification 

Once ULS and FLS have been calculated, the dynamics of the optimal tower 

geometries has to be also verified. Then, two Modal Analysis have been carried 

out using Bladed in order to calculate first and second frequencies of each 

optimal tower. Note that, as it has been explained in section 3.3.2, the Modal 

Analysis can be used to calculate first and second tower frequencies as long as 

appropriate corrective factors are applied into the Modal Analysis results in 

order to reach frequency values equivalent to the Campbell diagram. 

The results obtained from the Modal Analysis have been compared with the first 

and second tower frequencies of the initial geometry. Table 13 shows the 

reduction in percentage of the first and second frequencies compared with the 

initial geometry calculated with Modal Analysis with corrective factors. 

Table 13: Reduction of first and second tower frequencies calculated with Modal 

Analysis with corrective factors. 

 

As it can be appreciated in table 13, the optimal tower geometry obtained with 

Hooke-Jeeves algorithm has a small reduction in first frequencies; however, it 

has a meaningful increment in second frequencies. On the other hand, the 

optimal tower geometry obtained with EA has an important reduction in first 

frequencies but second frequencies remain almost equal. In other words, it can 

be said that both optimal tower geometries have become more “soft” structures, 

since both geometries have first frequencies closer to 1P.  

The waterfall diagrams for both optimal solutions have been plotted (Figure 27 

and 28) by calculating the Campbell diagrams in Bladed. In these figures, it can 

be clearly appreciated that both geometries fulfil dynamics, since at wind speed 

of 10 m/s (see rated wind speed in Appendix D), first and second frequencies 

do not cross any excited frequencies and fulfil the minimum margins to avoid 

resonance. In addition, it could be said that the dynamic behaviour of the 
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Hooke-Jeeves solution is a little bit better than the EA solution, since it is more 

far from 1P. Nevertheless, as both geometries fulfil dynamics properly; this 

design driver cannot be used to decide which one is more optimal. 

 

Figure 27: Waterfall diagram for the optimal geometry obtained with Hooke-Jeeves 

algorithm. 

 

Figure 28: Waterfall diagram for the optimal geometry obtained with EA.
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5.3 Model Validation 

During this project, it has been considered that all loads applied to the tower 

structure are always the same even though the geometry changes in each 

scenario. Nevertheless, it is well known that loads depend on the tower 

geometry; hence, it is necessary to validate that the new optimal tower 

geometries have not changed the loads excessively. In case that loads vary 

hugely, it would be necessary to recalculated all design drivers for both 

geometries and validate that those geometries still fulfilling design drivers. 

There is an indirect method used to assess if it is necessary to recalculated 

loads. This method set by the certification authorities, uses the dynamic 

response of the overall wind turbine of the new geometry and it is compared 

with the dynamic response of the initial geometry. In case that the first 

frequencies of the new geometry differ in a range of [+1%, -3%] comparing with 

the first frequencies of the initial geometry, it is considered that loads does not 

change meaningfully and consequently, the model is validated without the need 

of recalculating loads. 

As it has been explained in section 5.2.2, both optimal tower geometries have 

suffered a reduction of first frequencies minor to 2%, therefore, both are within 

the range of [+1%, -3%]. However, the results obtained in table 13, where 

calculated with Modal Analysis applying corrective factors assuming some 

errors. Due to this reason, it is necessary to calculate first frequencies of the 

coupled model (i.e. Campbell diagram) in order to ensure that the variations of 

first frequencies are still within the aforementioned range. 

Table 14 shows first and second frequencies of both optimal tower geometries 

calculated with Campbell diagram. In fact, if the results obtained in table 14 are 

compared with the results shown in table 13, it can be appreciated that the 

corrective factors for first frequency were very well defined; however, the 

corrective factors in second frequencies were not as accurate, since there are 

meaningful variations in second frequencies between Modal Analysis and 

Campbell diagram results. Nevertheless, these results show that first 
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frequencies for both optimal geometries were well calculated; therefore, those 

tower geometries still fulfilling the maximum variation range of [+1%, -3%]. Due 

to this reason, it can be considered that loads do not change from the initial 

tower and consequently the optimal tower models are validated. 

 

Table 14: Reduction of first and second tower frequencies calculated with Campbell 

diagram. 

 

 

5.4 Sensitivity Analysis of the Tip Clearance Effect 

There is an important constraint (section 3.2.3) while designing the tower 

structure of a wind turbine which is the tip clearance. The tip clearance is a 

constraint that limits the maximum external diameter at a given height. In fact, 

this height comes from the minimum height at blade tip and the maximum 

external diameter at this height is restricted by the maximum blade tip 

deflection.  

During this project, it has been observed that there is a trend in which the top 

diameter T2 tends to be as bigger as possible. In other words, the tip clearance 

effect restricts this variable to increase further; hence, it seems that this 

constraint might have an important effect on the optimization of the tower raw 

weight. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis of the tip clearance effect has been 

carried out in order to see how this constraint can affect to the optimization 

objective.  

In this section, the same algorithms used in previous sections have been used 

again but without considering the tip clearance constraint. The results obtained 

from the simulations can be observed in table 15. It can be clearly appreciated 

that the tip clearance effect has an important impact on the tower raw weight 
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reduction, since all three algorithm have shown an improvement in raw weight 

reduction. Not only has it been demonstrated that the tip clearance effect has 

an important effect on the tower raw weight reduction, but it also has shown that 

these models which do not consider the tip clearance, are more sensitive to the 

algorithm used, since it can be appreciated meaningful variations among the 

algorithms' results. Furthermore, it is worth pointing out that the EA has 

obtained a significantly better solution than the Hooke-Jeeves algorithm; hence, 

it could be used as an additional reason to choose EA instead of Hooke-Jeeves 

algorithm. In addition, these results have also demonstrated that the Downhill 

Simplex algorithm is not as efficient as the other algorithms for this type of 

simulations. 

Table 15: Sensitivity analysis results of the tip clearance effect. 

 

Moreover, the tower geometries found from these last simulations can be 

observed in figure 29. The reductions and increments in the tower section 

lengths and top diameters with respect to the initial geometry are illustrated in 

tables 16 and 17 respectively. From these results, it can be identified that the 

tower geometry tends to be larger and more cylindrical in the first two sections 

(T1 and T2) than the optimal solutions which take into account the tip clearance 

constraint. Therefore, it can be concluded that the tip clearance effect 

represents a loss of 0.3% in the tower raw weight reduction. 
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Figure 29: Optimal tower geometries without considering tip clearance. 

 

Table 16: Reduction of tower section lengths without considering tip clearance 
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Table 17: Reduction of tower sections top diameters without considering tip clearance 
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6 Theoretical Model Industrialization 

In this chapter, the optimal tower geometries which are theoretical geometries, 

will be carefully assessed in order to be industrialized. The optimal geometries 

obtained from the simulations will remain constant (tower section lengths and 

tower section top diameters); however, there will be a redesign of the number of 

tower shells and its lengths, since theses parameters were fixed in model’s 

calibration in order to simplify the simulations. Indeed, from the point of view of 

industry, it is highly important to reduce the number of longitudinal and 

circumferential welds; hence, it is necessary to reduce the number of tower 

shells. As consequence of that, the tower shell lengths will be maximized as 

much as possible, although it is necessary to bear in mind the manufacturing 

and transport constraints. Furthermore, it is also highly recommended to design 

the tower shells of a tower section with the same length, thus it will be easier to 

manufacture. 

Moreover, the optimal tower geometries found with the Hooke-Jeeves algorithm 

and EA will be named “Optimal Tower 1” and “Optimal Tower 2” respectively. 

6.1 Optimal Tower 1 

The industrialization process carried out in “Optimal Tower 1” has shown that 

one tower shell from T2 can be removed by redesigning the rest of tower shell 

lengths and another additional tower shell is required in tower section T4 in 

order to comply with manufacturing specifications. As the tower shell lengths of 

two tower sections have varied, it is necessary to calculate the minimum 

thicknesses of every tower shell in order to fulfil the minimum ULS and FLS 

reserve factors. In addition, fatigue will be also recalculated, since the geometry 

has changed slightly. Figure 30 shows the ULS and FLS reserve factors of the 

“Optimal Tower 1” industrialization. If this graph is compared with the reserve 

factor distribution of the theoretical model (Figure 25), it can be appreciated that 

both models keep a similar reserve factor distribution, although the buckling 

reserve factor in the industrialized model does not fit the minimum reserve 

factor as well as the theoretical model. 
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Figure 30: ULS and FLS reserve factors for the industrialized solution obtained with 

Hooke-Jeeves algorithm. 
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6.2 Optimal Tower 2 

The industrialization of the “Optimal Tower 2” has shown that one tower shell 

from tower section T2 and tower section T3 can be removed by recalculating 

the tower shell lengths of these two tower sections. Due to this fact, there will be 

two circumferential and two longitudinal welds less and a reduction of four 

operations of bevelled. Consequently to these changes, it is necessary to 

recalculate the minimum thicknesses that fulfil ULS and FLS. Following the 

same procedure as in previous section, fatigue will be calculated in order to see 

how these slight changes can affect to the fatigue reserve factor distribution 

along the tower. 

Figure 31 shows the ULS and FLS reserve factors. It is worth to mention that, if 

the distributions between the industrialized model (Figure 31) and the 

theoretical model (Figure 26) are compared, it can be appreciated how the 

buckling reserve factor which correspond to tower section T3 and T4, have an 

offset from the minimum reserve factor because of an increment in the tower 

shell thicknesses of these tower sections due to the reduction of number of 

tower shells. Nevertheless, the reserve factors belonging to tower section T1 

and T4 do not change, since its geometry is the same as the theoretical model. 
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Figure 31: ULS and FLS reserve factors for the industrialized solution obtained with 

Evolutionary Algorithm. 
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6.3 Industrialized Models Comparison 

The industrialization of the theoretical models has led to slight changes in the 

tower geometry; hence, it is highly likely that the tower raw weight for the 

industrialized model have changed with respect to the theoretical model. 

Indeed, this criterion will be used to decide which one of the two industrialized 

models is more optimal in terms of raw weight. 

In table 18, the reduction in tower raw weight for the industrialized models can 

be observed. It can be appreciated that the industrialization process has had a 

more significant impact on the optimal solution obtained with Hooke-Jeeves 

algorithm, since there has been a bigger reduction in the tower raw weight with 

respect to the theoretical model. 

 

Table 18: Comparison of tower raw weight reduction 

 

 

Therefore, as the “Optimal Tower 2” has a reduction of tower raw weight of 

0.55% with respect to the theoretical model and the “Optimal Tower 1” has a 

reduction of 0.74%; it can be concluded that the industrialized model obtained 

from the EA is more optimal than the optimal solution obtained with the Hooke-

Jeeves algorithm. In fact, not only is the EA model more optimal in terms of raw 

weight reduction, but it also has less number of welds and bevels which 

represent a reduction in the manufacturing cost. 
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7 Conclusions and Further Work 

In this study, the optimization of the ALSTOM onshore platform ECO 122 T89 

has been carried out from the point of view of structural design. An optimization 

workflow has been developed using APOW in which the main objective of the 

optimization was to minimize to tower raw weight, since it has been 

demonstrated that it is more efficient to optimize the raw weight instead of net 

weight. The optimization process has been run with three different algorithms: 

Downhill Simplex, Hooke-Jeeves and Evolutionary algorithm. 

After undertaking a sensitivity analysis among the different algorithms, it was 

observed that both Hooke-Jeeves algorithm and EA reached an optimal solution 

with the same tower raw weight reduction of 2.87%, although these two tower 

geometries were different. Furthermore, some singularities were found in these 

algorithms; for instance, EA needed 27 hours to find the optimal solution when 

Hooke-Jeeves only needed two hours and a half; however, the Hooke-Jeeves 

algorithm needs to be pre-calibrated carefully and this is time consuming. In 

addition, the ULS and FLS reserve factors for both optimal solutions have 

shown that the bottom and top of the tower are dimensioned by fatigue and the 

rest of the tower is governed by buckling. Moreover, both theoretical models 

fulfilled dynamics, since their first and second frequencies were out of the 

resonance regions. 

Once the two theoretical model were found, it was necessary to industrialized 

them in order to observed if the industrialization of both geometries might be 

used as a criterion to identify which one of those geometries were more optimal 

in terms of raw weight. Therefore, the models’ industrialization showed that the 

industrialized models of Hooke-Jeeves algorithm and EA have a tower raw 

weight reduction of 2.13% and 2.32% respectively. Hence the optimal solution 

found with EA was defined as the optimal solution for this study. 

Additionally, a sensitivity analysis of the tip clearance effect was carried out in 

order to observe the effect of this constraint over the optimization model. The 

simulations showed that the tip clearance constraint have an impact of 0.29% in 
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the tower raw weight reduction. In other words, if there were improvements in 

the blade design by reducing the tip clearance effect; it might contribute to 

optimize the tower raw weight even further. 

It is worth pointing out that all results exposed in this MSc thesis have been 

presented in a qualitative way in order to keep secret the quantitative values, 

since this project has been undertaken in Research & Development department 

of ALSTOM. 

On the other hand, there is additional further work that would be really 

interesting and beneficial for the tower structural designs. For instance, the 

workflow developed in this project can be also used for offshore wind turbines; 

however, offshore wind turbines are mainly governed by its dynamics. 

Therefore, it would be really useful to implement phase 2 of this project into 

phase 1 in order to automatize the workflow considering the dynamics in the 

optimization process. Furthermore, it would be interesting to carry out a study of 

the effect of tower shell thicknesses into the dynamics response; hence, the 

probabilistic distribution of dynamics in function of tower shell thicknesses could 

be defined. Indeed, the workflow designed in this project could be used to 

develop this study but it would be necessary to recalibrate al input parameters. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A - Global Buckling Interaction Factors. [11] 

A.1 Interaction Factors 𝒌𝒊𝒋 for members susceptible to torsional 

deformation. 

 

A.2 Equivalent uniform moment factors 𝑪𝒎. 
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Appendix B - Membrane Theory Stresses in Shells. [13] 

B.1 - Unstiffened cylindrical and conical shells. 

 

B.2 – Axially loaded clamped cylinder. 
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Appendix C – Design Load Cases [8] 
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Appendix D – ALSTOM Onshore Platforms general 

specifications 
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Appendix E - Tower Optimization Results 

E.1 Downhill Simplex 

E.1.1 Reduction of Section Length T1 

 

E.1.2 Reduction of Section Length T2 
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E.1.3 Reduction of Section Length T3 

 

E.1.4 Reduction of Section Length T4 
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E.1.5 Reduction of Top Diameter T2 

 

E.1.6 Reduction of Top Diameter T3 
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E.2 Hook-Jeeves 

E.2.1 Reduction of Section Length T1 

 

E.2.2 Reduction of Section Length T2 
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E.2.3 Reduction of Section Length T3 

 

E.2.4 Reduction of Section Length T4 
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E.2.5 Reduction of Top Diameter T2 

 

E.2.6 Reduction of Top Diameter T3 
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E.3 Evolution Algorithm 

E.3.1 Reduction of Section Length T1 

 

E.3.2 Reduction of Section Length T2 
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E.3.3 Reduction of Section Length T3 

 

E.3.4 Reduction of Section Length T4 
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E.3.5 Reduction of Top Diameter T2 

 

E.3.6 Reduction of Top Diameter T3 
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Appendix F - Project Gantt Chart 

 

*Note that, this Gantt Chart is the final version which describes the final project planning; however, it is worth pointing out that 

the initial Gantt Chart have evolved and it has been adapted in order overcome all challenges that have been faced in this 

project. 



 

 

 


